
GRAND RAPIDS, MI, USA—Dr. Gap Jong Choi, president of Baekseok University in
Korea, visited with Dr. Mwenda Ntarangwi, Executive director of IAPCHE, on the
campus of Calvin College, November 20, 2012. Dr. Choi had come to the US
Midwest to participate in an international conference in Chicago where he presented
a paper before proceeding to Grand Rapids to pay an official visit to Calvin College.
Dr. Won Lee, professor of Religion at Calvin College, arranged this visit along with the
ensuing meetings. In the meeting Dr. Choi and Dr. Ntarangwi discussed specific ways
that Baekseok and IAPCHE will continue to collaborate in promoting Christian higher
education as well as network Christian institutions and faculty for furtherance of
Baekseok’s and IAPCHE’s overall mission. As Baekseok University embarks on its

continued commitment to academic
excellence while anchored in
Christian faith under Dr. Choi’s
leadership, IAPCHE will seek an
even deeper relationship that could
bring about faculty and student
exchange between institutions with-
in IAPCHE’s network and
Baekseok University.  During a pri-
vate meeting before having lunch
with Calvin College’s president, Dr.
Choi and Dr. Ntarangwi shared the
specific goals they wish to accom-
plish for Baekseok and IAPCHE
respectively, during their leadership
terms. Ntarangwi shared his plan to
continue carrying out programs that
partner with Christian higher edu-
cation institutions to foster and
maintain a distinct Christian identity
irrespective of their contexts or pro-
grams. Dr. Choi noted Baekseok’s
support of IAPCHE’s goals and
promised to continue supporting

IAPCHE’s plans for the future including a keen interest in participating in the scheduled
IAPCHE conference on internationalizing Christian higher education being held at
Calvin College May 23-25, 2013. 
Dr. Choi presented Dr. Ntarangwi a special gift of a white plate that symbolizes
Baekseok University as the white stone that is referenced in Revelations 2:17 that
states, “He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him
who overcomes, I will give some of the hidden manna. I will also give him a white
stone with a new name written on it, known only to him who receives it” (NIV). This
symbolic white plate has Baekseok University’s name written on it in Chinese charac-
ters.
During a lunch meeting hosted by Calvin College’s president Dr. Michael Le Roy, Dr.
Choi noted the importance of Calvin College’s continued commitment to combining
academic excellence and Christian faith and added that he saw Calvin as a role model
for Baekseok University in this regard and hoped that the relations that exist between
the two institutions will be strengthened and clearly defined. He welcomed Dr. Le Roy
to visit Baekseok University to share Calvin’s story and promised to arrange for Dr. Le
Roy to visit Handong Global University and Kosin University along with vising
Baekseok University. 
Baekseok University is located in the city of Cheonan, a prosperous and growing city
about 90 km south of Seoul. It has a student population of 15,000 divided into 13,000
undergraduate and 2,000 graduate students. 
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Dr. Gap Jong Choi meets IAPCHE Director

Planning for IAPCHE’s international
Conference on the theme of
“Internationalizing Christian Higher
Education” scheduled for May 23-25,
2013 on the campus of Calvin College
is well under way. Dr. Thomas L.
Benson (pictured
right) will be the
main speaker. Dr.
Benson  is the
chair of the board
of directors of the
Council for
American Culture
and Education (CACE) and founder
and Executive Director of the World
Leadership Corps, an international ser-
vice organization that was launched at
Oxford University in 2005. Dr. Benson
is the President Emeritus of Green
Mountain College in Vermont, founder
and chair emeritus of the Africa
Network, co-founder of ASIANetwork,
and recently served as chair of the
board of the Japan ICU foundation. He
holds graduate degrees from Harvard
and the Johns Hopkins University, was
twice a post-doctoral fellow at Yale
Univ., and from 2005-2007, a visiting
fellow at Oxford University, where he
served as the founder and co-director
of the World Education Institute in the
James Martin School for the 21st
Century.  Dr. Benson has lectured
widely on Christian higher education,
the Liberal Arts, and international edu-
cation.
The conference will also feature invited
sessions focusing on various aspects
of internationalizing Christian higher
education including one on specific
examples on how a few Christian insti-
tutions are preparing their students to
respond to an increasingly global and
interconnected world, led by Cynthia
Toms Smedley (Notre Dame) and Rich
Slimbach (Azusa Pacific University). 

Update on 2013
IAPCHE Conference



I am writing this editorial at a time
in North America and in many other
parts of the world when many peo-
ple come together either as fami-
lies or colleagues to celebrate
numerous holidays including
Christmas. I have fond memories
of celebrating Christmas in Kenya
as a young boy. It was a special
time for me because we got new
clothes and had a big feast that
included some of the foods we

could not afford to eat during the other times of the year.  I also remem-
ber my maternal grandfather had a tradition of inviting our extended
family members to his home to share in a feast of a slaughtered animal
(goat or bull) on Christmas day. This was the time we would meet most
of our relatives that were scattered allover the country. Of course we
would spend most of Christmas eve in church singing, praying, and lis-
tening to the word of God until midnight when we would then be dis-
missed and walk home mostly under the moonlight. As I got thinking
about holidays and the many occasions for being with family and friends
I was struck by the idea of what kindness, hard work, and hospitality it
took our parents and grandparents to put together those Christmas
feasts. I started thinking of teaching, students, and the classroom and
wondered what it would be like if we started to look at courses we teach
and classrooms we inhabit with our students as places to practice
Christian hospitality. There is an extensive literature that would help us
on this very topic including the work of David Smith and Barbara Carvill
on The Gift of the Stranger, which while focusing on foreign language
teaching provides rich discussions of hospitality and teaching.

Hospitality usually denotes the act of receiving and showing kindness to
others and when it comes to the classroom or academic context it could
include institutional hospitality to students, staff and faculty as well as
faculty showing hospitality towards colleagues and students. I will keep
my focus on faculty or teacher’s hospitality toward students in their
courses and/or classrooms. I want to explore this topic of hospitality
here because I am still trying to figure out how best to apply its princi-
ples in the classroom especially as I prepare for my Introduction to
Cultural Anthropology course in the spring semester of 2013. I have
tried some forms of hospitality in the classroom before and know it is
still very much a work in progress for me but I will unashamedly share
here some of the experiences I have had in the past as I instituted it as
a guiding principle for my own teaching. At the time I had been drawn to
the writings of Henri Nouwen especially his book Reaching Out, in which
he states clearly that hospitality is a concept worth restoring to its origi-
nal depth and evocative potential. Nouwen was not referring to “tea par-
ties and bland conversations” but rather an expression of our inner and
vibrant Christian faith that is manifested in how we treat others especial-
ly “strangers.” Hebrews 13:2 affirms this call, stating that “Let brotherly
love continue. Do not forget to be hospitable to strangers, for by so
doing some people have shown hospitality to angels without knowing it.”
If I start seeing my students are potentially representing angels, how will
that change my teaching? Something profoundly changed for me as a
teacher when I started thinking seriously about these issues and espe-
cially how I view and value the students that take my courses. How
would my teaching change if I put the words of Paul in Hebrews 13:2 to
work and assume that some among my students were angels in dis-
guise? What if I followed the words in Philippians 2:3 that I do nothing
“out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others
above yourselves, not looking to your own interests but each to the
interests of others”?

The classroom is a space that can enhance or hinder learning depend-
ing on the ability of the teacher and students to meet each other's learn-
ing goals.  For the most part, however, teachers play a critical role in
enhancing learning in a course and classroom and students often
respond to the teacher’s cues. As teachers the classroom is our small
kingdom; we have full control of whatever happens in there and other
than the times when peers and colleagues observe our teaching for pur-
poses of promotion or reappointment, we are the sole players in that
space. When we shut that door behind us after we enter into the class-
room, we shut the rest of the world out. The classroom becomes a place
for just our students and us and as a result gives us a lot of autonomy
and leeway as to what we want to happen in that space. In no way am I
trying to say that we are tyrants in that space but rather that the class-
room space can bring to our profession a lot of privacy that does not
endear itself to the kind of peer review that allows for continuous growth.
It is also a place where we can model our best practices of Christ-like-
ness and hospitality.

Let me share three examples of strategies that I have found useful in
my own journey of practicing hospitality in the classroom: First, is self-
knowledge and reflection. It is important to know myself as a teacher.
Who am I and what kind of a teacher am I? What do colleagues say
about my teaching and what are some of the good attributes and those
that I need to improve on? What do students consistently say about my
course and my teaching? Answers to these questions allow for some
self-understanding and preparation for subsequent classes. Second, is
creating a safe and inviting space. I ask myself what kind of space I
wish my classroom to represent. What kind of atmosphere do I want to
create in my classroom and what approaches will I use to make the
course content effectively accessible to and understandable by the stu-
dents? What are my expectations of my students? At the beginning of
each semester I share with my students some expectations of what I
consider to be essential community practices that will enhance our
learning. I start by making sure that my classroom is a safe space
where we all explore ideas without prejudice. No questions are so bad
that they do not deserve a hearing or a response from me or other stu-
dents. No speaking out of turn or when someone else is talking and no
distractions in class such as reading books/papers for other courses or
checking text messages during class time. Third, the value I place on
my students. 

Being self-reflective, creating a conducive space in the classroom, and
valuing my students are dispositions and skills that have to be intention-
ally cultivated, at least for me. They also need to be practiced and nur-
tured through multiple strategies not least the constant reliance on the
word of God and the examples set in the Bible. I have often found
myself challenged by, on the one hand, my desire and ability to build
warm and affirming relations with my students, and on the other, by
being firm and consistent in chiding them and giving them poor grades
when they do not perform well in my courses. I struggled with this dilem-
ma until I was reminded of the relationship Jesus had with his disciples
especially Peter. Peter was the disciple willing to walk towards Jesus
when the rest were in a boat and saw Jesus approaching, he was the
one who first declared Jesus as messiah, and Jesus clearly liked him.
But Jesus did chide and rebuke him, saying to him at one point, “Get
behind me Satan, you are a stumbling block!” (Matt. 16:23) and after
Peter denied him, Jesus restored him and confirmed Peter’s love for him
(John 21:15). I must also confess that it is easier to be hard in my grad-
ing on my students despite my warm and respectful relationship with
them because I usually have a grading rubric for all my course assess-
ment. I struggle with those times when a student who consistently
comes to class late or misses assignments, still expects leniency and
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mercy on my part. But I know there are other areas through which to
show hospitality in my classroom..

I have two important starting points that I try to uphold at the beginning
of each class that I take to be great avenues for cultivating hospitality in
my classroom: first, knowing that each student in my course is gifted in a
unique way and brings those gifts to the class, and second, that each
student is God’s image bearer. It is the latter quality that has transformed
the way I interact with and teach my students because it has made me
extremely reflexive about my own work, thoughts, and interactions with
students. One of the biggest challenges for me in any classroom is
teaching students whose academic abilities are so diverse and at times
apart.  I have had to constantly consider three kinds of students in many
of the classes I have taught over the years—the ones who are able to
get the course content immediately and well, the average ones who get
the material some of the time and provide an average output, and the
ones who struggle with the material for various reasons and do not quite
get the course. I have had to tailor my teaching and assignments to all
these three kinds of students with the love and charity they all deserve
as God’s image bearers. This has, however, been truly a challenge
because in all honesty it is hard for me not to wish that all my students
were at an academic level where they clearly connect with and “get”
what I am teaching. I want them to write great academic papers, show
great ability in critical thinking and integrative learning, hold some really
stimulating discussions in class, and easily see the connections between
the course material and their everyday experiences. This, of course, is
not the case and I am glad to always be reminded that even in the
absence of these “ideal conditions” for me to thrive as a teacher, all my
students bear the image of God. Even the ones who may have the habit
of coming to class late, miss assignments, and still expect a good grade
at the end of the semester. I also have to be constantly reminded that as
a teacher I am preparing these students for multiple roles in society and
being able to “get” it in my class is only part of such preparation.

How then do I make every student feel welcome and at ease in my
classroom? How do I make my classroom a safe place where students
feel free to speak and learn without being anxious or fearful? How do I
create an ethos of trust and openness in my classroom? Simply put, how
do I make my classroom hospitable to students and conducive to effec-
tive learning? Here are some of the things I have done that could help
respond to these questions:
1) Every classroom period, I try as much as possible to come to class
early and just chat with students, getting to know them in a non-formal
interaction, and allowing them to see myself as well as the classroom as
a space where casual interaction can occur. This is when I get to know
more about the students and their lives outside of the classroom, their
work schedules, sporting events, student clubs they belong to, etc. I also
try to learn students’ names as early as possible and start calling them
by name. I have found this useful in two ways: it allows me to signal to
the students that they are not numbers in my class but real individuals
that I can about. It also allows me to signal to the students that I know
them and that, for the most part, changes the way they behave in my
classroom. I know that this is not easy for those of us teaching large
classes but it is worth investing in as a teacher. I know of teachers who
know three quarters of their student names in a class of hundred twenty
students in the first three weeks of classes.
2) Before coming to class I prepare for each day’s work, noting the last
point or issue we talked about in the previous class and finding ways to
connect it to the subsequent one. I also try to make sure that students
know where we are going in the course on that particular day, providing
some kind of road map for the class session. I highlight the goals of the
class, the issues we will focus on and how they connect to the overall
goals of the course. I did not always do this in my classes until I sat in a
colleague’s class and also reviewed some of the comments students

made on my course evaluations. Clearly I knew where I was taking the
class but how clear did I make it to the students? Trying to place myself
in the shoes of my students allows for me to craft my course in response
to their specific needs. Knowing where we are going each day also
allows me to be accountable to my students. Since they know what I
intend to present they can evaluate how much I met my class goals. This
brings me to the next strategy I use.
3) As much as possible I seek input from my students on how I conduct
my work in the course. For instance, in some courses I pass around a
note card on the first day of classes and ask students to write down their
learning styles, some of their main concerns regarding the course, and
what they hope to get out of the course. I have found out through such
an exercise that there are students who like things repeated for them to
understand, others want solid lectures, others want group work, others
want multiple examples, etc. This allows me to have multiple teaching
practices that mix different strategies to enhance learning. I stay with lec-
tures when I am introducing new material such as theories or core con-
cepts in the discipline; but then use more active learning when I want to
allow students to seek different interpretations of certain phenomena.
Involving students in the learning and choice of teaching styles allows
me to show students the value of their contributions to the overall learn-
ing that takes place in the course. When I taught a course in community
development, for instance, I wanted to model a mini-community in the
classroom. To make sure I knew all the students by name and also
something extra about each one of them I asked to meet with each stu-
dent individually during my office hours. Rather than asking them to
come as they pleased I set up times for each one of them to meet with
me. In our individual meetings I asked students about their major and
their experiences in communities outside the campus or abroad. From
these meetings I was able to learn about students who had grown up
abroad who later became sources of important information about com-
munity development. I made sure that I received their consent before I
called upon them in class to share their abroad experiences with their
colleagues during those times that others could benefit such experience.
4) Finally, I make sure that when I set classroom standards and expecta-
tions I adhere to them as well and enforce them on the students. I also
make my expectations of my students clear and try to set the bar high.
Consistently I have found that when I set the bar high for my students
they take up the challenge. I remember one student whose first meeting
with me in one of my courses was not pleasant, to say the least. I had
just finished reading the student’s mid-term essay for my course and the
student had come to my office during office hours and complained about
the gave I assigned her paper because “she had always written good
term papers” and did not understand why I marked her paper down. I lis-
tened carefully to her complaints and asked her to leave the paper with
me to take a second look. After going through the paper and carefully
evaluated it against the grading rubric I had prepared I ended up with the
same grade as I had given before but this time around I provided sug-
gestions to the student on how to write subsequent papers in similar
courses. I wish I could say that the student thanked me and noted how
appreciative she was of my feedback. She reluctantly took my advice
and did not discuss the paper thereafter. Two years later the same stu-
dent sent me a note telling me how much she had learnt from me from
that initial encounter and that her writing had completely changed (for
the better). She had taken my advice seriously and her writing had
improved a great deal.
Moments like these allow for us as teachers to see the power of hospi-
tality in the classroom. As we set up a context within which students feel
valued, are encouraged to explore learning without inhibitions of making
mistakes, find us as approachable and genuinely interested in their suc-
cess and learning. Throughout his ministry Jesus depended on the hos-
pitality of those he interacted with as they too found a warm and wel-
come place in the kingdom of God. Being hospitable is not a chore but a
virtue we cultivate by following Christ’s example.
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President of FJKM Seeks Collaboration with IAPCHE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI – Rev. Lala Haja Rasendrahasina, president
of the Church of Jesus Christ in Madagascar ( or as it is called in
Malagasy Fiangonan'i Jesoa Kristy eto Madagasikara, FJKM),
recently met with Dr. Mwenda Ntarangwi. Rev. Rasendrahasina
was in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in early December for a number
of meetings with the Christian Reformed World Missions
(CRWM). Dr. Gary Bekker, director of CRWM, arranged for and

hosted this meeting in his
office. Rev. Rasendrahasina
is not new to Grand Rapids
having graduated from
Calvin Theological Seminary
in 2001. Indeed, the first
PhD graduate from Calvin
Seminary went to teach in
Madagascar.
FJKM is particularly interest-
ed in partnership with
IAPCHE because it started a
university in Antananarivo,
Madagascar named
Ravelojaona in 2008 that

has already enrolled 200 students. The university, which currently
offers programs in Music and Liturgy, Political Science, Theology,
and Paramedics is the first university sponsored by FJKM, which
has mostly been focused on theological schools and church
planting. Today FJKM, which was founded in 1968, has over 4
million members and 5,000 churches in Madagascar. While the
teachers at the university come from public universities they are
members of the church and very much interested in a Christ-cen-
tered approach to teaching and learning. When he sat down with
Dr. Mwenda Ntarangwi to discuss possible ways to collaborate
with IAPCHE, Rev. Rasendrahasina noted his desire to cultivate
in this new university a culture of Christ-centeredness that would
make it distinct from public institutions in the country. For some
observers having faculty from public schools teaching in a
Christian university might seem like a mismatch but for Dr. Gary
Bekker this actually provides unique opportunities for those facul-
ty members to embody Christ in institutions that do not exist to
glorify Christ. IAPCHE is interested in encouraging and support-
ing FJKM to build a firm foundation of Christ-centeredness in the
university because it is in its initial stages and thus more flexible
and open to forming a specific identity and ethos that enable it to
serve as a model and mentor for subsequent institutions and fac-
ulty members seeking to provide integral Christian higher educa-
tion in Madagascar. Rev Rasendrahasina and Dr. Ntarangwi
agreed to continue seeking ways of collaboration including invit-
ing FJKM to encourage the university to become an IAPCHE
member and participate in its regional meetings. There are also
opportunities for IAPCHE individual members interested in teach-
ing in Madagascar to do so at Ravelojaona University. As a for-
mer French colony Madagascar continues to use French as the
main language of instruction in its institutions along with
Malagasy.

Archbishop Orombi, UCU Chancellor, Retires
The Most Rev Henry Luke Orombi, Archbishop of the Church of Uganda
and Chancellor of Uganda Christian University (UCU) retired in

November 2012 after 8 years of Service (2004-
2012) and will be succeeded by the Rt. Rev
Stanley Ntagali. Speaking to the UCU community
in early November Archbishop Orombi noted the
strategic place UCU occupies in Uganda as a
change agent for the glory of God. Archbishop
Orombi (Right) studied at Bishop Tucker
Theological College, which later became Uganda
Christian University, earning a diploma in theology
in 1978 and in 1983 received a Bachelor of Divinity degree from St.
John’s College in the UK.He served in various capacities in the Church
and in different dioceses including as Bishop of Nebbi Diocese which he
served for ten years before his most recent position as Archbishop of
Uganda.

Study on Faith-Based Universities in
Kenya
During the summer of 2012 John Bonnell, a PhD student in the Higher,
Adult, and Lifelong Education (HALE) program at Michigan State
University with specializations in International Development and African
Studies, conducted a pre-dissertation pilot study on faith-based universi-
ties in Kenya. The project funded by a research fellowship from the
College of Education at Michigan State University was titled Exploring
changing landscapes: The public role of private, faith-based universities
in Kenya. John will present findings from the pilot study to the Higher
Education Special Interest Group at the 57th Annual Conference of the
Comparative and International Education Society, in New Orleans from
March 10-15, 2013. 

A primary objective of
this presentation is to
advance scholarly
analysis of religious-
oriented universities in
Kenya and will be
based on findings of
qualitative interviews
conducted in Kenya
during May-June 2012.
Initial findings reveal
that leaders and faculty
share challenges com-

mon to their regional peers such as maintaining quality, increasing
access, and financial stability. Challenges also exist unique to faith-
based universities concerning strategies for maintaining religious her-
itage across educational and institution processes, such as student
admission, faculty recruitment and hiring, curriculum development,
classroom instruction, and program accreditation. In sum, exploratory
research highlighted changes in national policy on higher education, ten-
sions between national and institutional goals, a wide range of institu-
tional responses and concerns, and repeated requests from leaders and
officials for further analysis. 
This ongoing work promises to yield insights for leaders, educators, poli-
cy-makers, and researchers interested in the role of private, faith-based
universities in developing countries, particularly in Kenya. Investigating
such institutions
within Kenya—
one of the oldest
and most devel-
oped systems of
higher education
in East Africa—
promises learn-
ing with broader
application to
analysis of higher education systems in other developing nations. 
Prior to his doctoral studies, John Bonnell worked as a faculty member
and administrator for four years at Scott Theological College called Scott
Christian University, in Kenya (pictured above). --Story contributed by
John Bonnell including the picture above of him participating in a facul-
ty workshop.

From Left to Right, Dr Mwenda Ntarangwi
(IAPCHE), Rev. Lala Rasendrahasina
(FJKM), and Dr. Gary Bekker (CRWM) in the
CRWM Offices.



Research on Protestant Social Thought in Latin America
Dr. Fernando Bullon (pictured below with wife Dorothy) from the Universidad Evangelica de las Americas (UNELA), in Costa
Rica, concluded a research in the program of Latin American Studies at the National University of Costa Rica. The topic of
the research was "The Protestant social thought in relation to the Latin American debate on Development." The main purpose
of this research was to investigate the social thought underlying the Latin American Protestant sector, within the context of the
post 1960 debate on development, in order to identify some of its most relevant features, its contribution to the Latin American
Social thought, its limitations, and contradictions. The research analyses the different theories and current thinking regarding
the development of the region, specifically from within the specialized field of Development Studies. The post 1960 period is
divided in two main sub periods, marked by the historic changes at the world level that occurred at the end of the 1980s. An analysis of the contributions
and limitations
of every main
development
theory is made
as well as an
interpretation of
the whole
debate.

A panoramic
vision of the
development of
Protestantism
since its more
significant pres-
ence in the con-
tinent at the
beginning of the
19th century is
provided along
with a general
understanding
of the main sub-
sectors of which
it is composed,
the characteris-
tics of its
thought with ref-
erence to social
issues and its
contribution to the development of key sectors of society. Likewise, referencing important Latin American authors, Bullon carries out an initial evaluation
of status questions with reference to the perspectives of the whole Protestantism in the post 1960s period. Further, the study looks at two selected sub
sectors of Protestantism- the ecumenical and the evangelical churches - attempting to see, first the interrelations between the world context and the
regional context. This is followed by the development of social thought in each case, taking into account their relationship to the social thinking of the
epoch within their representative movements and institutions, but especially in some of their most known thinkers. Through this process the study high-
lights discussions and tensions between the studied subsectors and the general context of the debate. 
The study concludes that the post 1960 Latin American context generated the appropriate climate for the discussion and interaction of diverse ideologies
and development theories; that the thinkers of both subsectors of Protestantism (ecumenical and evangelical) involved in the debates on development
from their particular theological stances, gave their contribution, and were also immersed within the constant movement of paradigm shifts that occurred
in those times, although with differences of approach and style.  From a long-range perspective, Protestantism has contributed to the thinking as well as
the social development of Latin American nations. Moreover in spite of some divergent perspectives regarding its future, Protestantism appropriately
assumed, in line with its best historic antecedents and taking into account comparative studies at world level, an alternative means of contributing to bet-
ter development for Latin America.

IAPCHE’s Continued Collaboration with AMECES
The Mexican Association of Christian Schools of Higher Education (AMECES, Asociación Mexicana de Escuelas Cristianas de Educación Superior) has
been working in promoting education from a distinctively Christian perspective. In this sense and consistent with its objectives, AMECES has been
establishing and developing strong ties with the National Union of Church Teachers (UNMI, Unión Nacional de Maestros de Iglesia), which is supported
by the Ministry of Education of the National Presbyterian Church of Mexico. Recently, AMECES collaborated actively with the UNMI in the planning of
their Seventh National Congress of Education “Christian Responsibility in Education: Scopes and Challenges in the threshold of twenty-first century”,
held in the central city of Queretaro MEXICO in July 28-31, 2011. During this event, more than 100 Christian Teachers gathered to participate in work-
shops and keynote talks addressed by distinguished scholars and active members of AMECES and IAPCHE. 

La Asociación Mexicana de Escuelas Cristianas de Educación Superior (AMECES) ha venido trabajando en la promoción de la educación desde una
perspectiva distintivamente cristiana. En este sentido y consistente con sus objetivos, AMECES ha venido estableciendo y desarrollando fuertes víncu-
los con la Unión Nacional de Maestros de Iglesia (UNMI), la cual depende del Ministerio de Educación de la Iglesia Nacional Presbiteriana de México.
Recientemente, AMECES colaboró activamente con la UNMI en la planeación de su VII Congreso Nacional de Educación “La Responsabilidad del
Cristiano en la Educación: Alcances y Retos en el Umbral del Siglo XXI”, celebrado en la central ciudad de Querétaro MÉXICO los días del 28 al 31 de
Julio del 2011. Durante este evento, más de 100 Maestros Cristianos se reunieron para participar en talleres y conferencias magistrales dictadas por
académicos y miembros distinguidos de AMECES e IAPCHE.--Story and translation by IAPCHE board member Dr. Arturo Gonzalez-Guitierrez
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“An Image of the Guide”: A Study of
Perceptions, Needs, and Practices of
Christian Teaching 
GOUDA, NETHERLANDS—The lectorate of Christian teaching at
Driestar Educatief in Gouda, carried out a pilot study of the perceptions,
needs and practices of Christian teaching among teachers in the
Netherlands as well as in Africa and Russia. The report of this first study
was titled “An image of the guide,” and refers to a public lecture given by
Dr. Bram de Muynck (pictured below) on November 1st, 2012. This study
among Christian teachers is the first study conducted by the lectorate of
Christian teaching. It is an exploration of Christian teaching from 2012
onwards through a set-up of a large-scale survey among Christian
teachers. Its objective is to obtain an adequate picture of how the

Christian teacher views him or her-
self and what he/she finds important
in his/her profession in order to be
able to support Christian teaching in
a time when values in education
seem to be substituted by principles
of efficiency and effectiveness. The
research questions for this pilot
study are 1) What perceptions of
Christian teaching exist among
Christian teachers; 2) What opportu-
nities for improving professional
practice are mentioned by Christian
teachers, 3) What are good practices
of Christian teaching according to
Christian teachers?
In this study, a qualitative research

methodology was used with a total of twenty Christian teachers, 13 from
the Netherlands and 7 from both Russia and Africa, who all participated
in semi-structured interviews. The interviews consisted of three main
questions that were asked in personal conversations between a teacher
and a researcher. The three main questions concerned the above men-
tioned research questions of this pilot study. The results showed that the
perceptions of Christian teaching could be divided into the three themes
of “Teacher,” “Student,” and “Subject-content.” Regarding the theme of
“Teacher,” five sub-themes, pointed out by the Christian teachers, could
be identified. These were “Faith,” “Attitude,” “Role,” “Worldview,” and
“Pedagogical practice.” The possibilities to strengthen Christian teaching
could be split into three categories, namely a) Awareness raising of the
role and position of the Christian teacher, b) Support for the teacher by
making knowledge and materials available, c) Teacher education and
training of Christian teachers. 
There are also preconditions for strengthening Christian teachers such
as “more time” and “less (religious) disunity.” The good practices men-
tioned are diverse and include both examples at the level of the individ-
ual teacher and examples at school level. When it comes to good prac-
tices, teachers mainly referred to good practices of colleagues and
exemplary teachers from their own school period. In general, there was
a difference noted between what Christian teachers consider as “essen-
tial for Christian teaching” and what they consider as “needs to be
strengthened.” The differences between the Dutch and non-Dutch teach-
ers were also remarkable. For instance, the non-Dutch teachers showed
easier experience in integrating faith and subject matter, and these
domains were less experienced as separate worlds. Finally, taking into
account the exploratory approach of the study, recommendations were
given regarding the development of an offer for teachers and future
research. The results of this pilot will be used in setting up a large-scale
follow-up study among Christian teachers.

IAPCHE Members at European
Christian Education Conference 
IAPCHE institutional member Driestar Educatief organized an interna-
tional conference on Christian education and its significance to society,
September 20-21, 2012 in conjunction with VGS and Jacobus Fruytier
Scholengemeenschap in Apeldoorn, the Netherlands. The focus of the
conference was on “How Christian education can be of significance to
society” and was prompted by a number of issues including the follow-
ing: that, 1) Christian education has a powerful biblical message of hope
for our society; 2) Christian education makes a valuable contribution to
our society; 3) The position of Christian education is more and more
under pressure; 4) There is a stronger demand for seeking solutions to
an increasing number of problems in society and finding a balance in
rights; and, 5) Cooperation in Europe on educational issues becomes
more important. Besides meeting with colleagues from 18 different coun-
tries in Europe, participants at the meeting were provided with lectures
from Mr. Bas Belder, Prof. Kennedy, and Mr. Graham Coyle, among oth-
ers. 

Addressing the meeting,
Rens Rottier (newly elected
IAPCHE board member),
noted that a school leader

should have a serving and stimulating attitude, be able to focus on the
soul of the people and desire to know the qualities of individual teachers
on staff in order to place them appropriately in the team. So that they
can grow to be able to lead other souls, teachers should have a living
soul. Rottier said, “What you wish to kindle in others, must burn in your-
self.” This happens when a school leader is continuously searching for
good methods, on the learning process of the individual teacher, reflec-
tion of individual work, learning of the team as a whole. In his contribu-
tion on “core values in Christian education,” Graham Coyle emphasized
that every child matters and that each teacher has to ask him/herself:
Did the lesson help to build my relationships with my students? Coyle
added that Christian teachers should seek to educate the whole person
because, “if I have not seen my pupils grow in their spiritual life – to be
able to communicate with God – then I have not used the opportunity
given to me by God.”

Dana Hanesova (IAPCHE board member) contributed to the meeting
with a description of how Christian teachers were currently being pre-
pared in the post-communist Slovakia. Hanesova is a teacher trainer at
the Department of Theology and Christian Education in Banska Bystrica,
which prepares future teachers for Christian schools. This institution
focuses on three inevitable characteristics of a good Christian teacher:
a) Christian character and moral attitudes; b) Pedagogical skills and
competences, including the relationship between teachers and students;
and c) Subject expertise. Dr. Hasenova emphasized the expectation that
a Christian teacher trainer should be an authentic Christian who applies
what he/she believes and what he/she believes is the “full” confession of
faith (Christian worldview), that Christ is the center of his/her life. In
Slovakia, there are still very few Christian teacher training institutions but
in Banska Bystrica there is a growing number of informal opportunities
where both Christian and secular teachers meet and get chances to
debate their worldviews (e.g. in student hostels). The Christian teacher
trainers try to apply an interdisciplinary approach and strive for the bal-
ance of the apologetic arguments and power of the Holy Spirit. The
school encourages future teachers to use their study years not only for
learning facts, but also for “spiritual exercises,” through prayer, medita-
tion upon God’s word, ministry to others in the churches, para-churches
and in the community, and by making good use of their internship experi-
ence. The main conclusion of the conference was the need for sharing
the vision of Christian education in Europe on a regular basis.
—Story contributed by Dr. Dana Hanesova
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Graduate School of International
Development Cooperation at
Handong Global University
Opened
POHANG, SOUTH KOREA–September 6th, Handong Global
University's (HGU) President Young Gil Kim had an opening cere-
mony for the Graduate School of International Development
Cooperation at Hyoam Hall. This ceremony was presided over by
the Director of International Development Cooperation, Prof. Ki
Sun Yoo and many special guests participated including President
Young Gil Kim, Vice-president of Internationalization, Prof. Do
Sung Choi, Director of HILS, Prof. Eric G. Enlow, pastor Young
Seop Kim and nineteen freshmen from twelve
different countries. 
The Graduate School of International
Development Cooperation aims to nurture
skilled human resources who will take the lead
in developing countries' new development
models. In order to achieve this goal, this
school will do the best to seek practical counter measures for the
developing countries through on-site curriculum and practice with
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) and students
from the Philippines, Indonesia, Kenya, Asia, and other African
countries. President Young Gil Kim said, "The opening of the
Graduate School of International Development Cooperation is very
meaningful followed by the opening of Handong International Law
School. It is time to share our Korean economic development
know-how with the developing countries. Therefore, I hope the
Graduate School of International Development Cooperation will
play a transformational role. " 
The Graduate School of International Development Cooperation
divides into general courses and Scholarship Program courses.
The general course runs for two years, and the Scholarship
Program courses run for eighteen months. This course is only for
students from developing countries who are recommended and
selected by KOICA. Four year graduates or soon to be graduates
in South Korea and abroad are entitled to apply. From the begin-
ning, HGU has exchanged educational activities and volunteer
work with professors and students in the developing countries. In
particular, in 2007, for the first time among the Asian Universities,
HGU was designated as the host university of UNESCO University
Twinning Networking’s (UNITWIN) programs and concluded sister
relationships with twenty-seven universities and institutions from
seventeen countries in order to put the utmost effort into sustain-
able development.

AUSTRALIASIA
FEP A SUCESS
TURANGA–IAPCHE held
a successful Faculty
Enrichment Program in
Australia on the theme of
“Biblical Ways of Knowing
and Implications for
Christian Higher
Education.” Participants
asked questions about
the ways in which we as
producers and consumers
of knowledge come up
with certain perspectives and conclusions about the way the world
is and our role in it. The probed the principles of our lives, our rela-
tionship to God and others, and how they shape and get shaped 

by professional training and practices. The organizer and local host was Dr.
Bev Norsworthy who worked tirelessly to make sure that all aspects of the pro-

gram went on smoothly. Reflecting on the program IAPCHE’s Asia/Oceania
director Dr. Dinakarlal noted the high quality of speakers and participants who
engaged in very relevant questions and the ability to run every program on
time to allow for many opportunities to learn and interact with all participants.
Participants had a chance for sightseeing as well including taking a trip to
Rotora, visiting the City Centre and taking a local hike. Mark Roques and John
Kok provided participants with though provoking presentations. There were

participants from people from Japan, Tonga, Australia, New Zealand, the US,
Britain, and India.

NEXT FACULTY ENRICHMENT PROGRAM PLANNED IN
HYDERABAD
IAPCHE in collaboration with Wesley College in Hyderabad are organizing the
next FEP in Hyderabad February 18-22, 2013. The theme is “Faith and
Academic Excellence for the 21st Century.” The 21st century has brought with

it a knowledge economy that is rapidly changing and
constantly driven by innovation; an accelerating and
often unpredictable technology; increased interna-
tional networks of people, ideas, capital, and goods;
a glaring socioeconomic inequality within and beyond
nations and its accompanying social problems; ideo-
logical and cultural tensions that seem to grow daily;
and an unprecedented human footprint on the envi-
ronment. Christian education has been part of these
realities and our teachers are increasingly working
with students and curriculum that need to respond to
these opportunities and challenges. This FEP will
allow participants to delve into these issues with an
eye to providing experiences and skills to work with
excellence and faithfulness in all areas of academic

life. The key speaker will be Dr. Claudia Beversluis, provost at Calvin College.
Contact Dr. Dinakarlal at jdinakarlal@gmail.com for more information.
(Photos courtesy of Dr. Dinakarlal, IAPCHE director for Asia/Oceania region)
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NetVUE Provides Awards for Theological
Exploration of Vocation
GRAND RAPIDS, MI–The Network for Vocation in Undergraduate
Education (NetVUE) is pleased to coordinate its efforts with IAPCHE,
with a mutual goal of enhancing strong global education for independent
colleges and universities.  NetVUE is chartered as an initiative of the
Council of Independent Colleges and its U.S. scope complements the
global work of IAPCHE.  Campuses join NetVUE because they believe
that intellectual and theological emphases in education should be woven
together.  Since Calvin College hosts the NetVUE office staff there are
many potential connections with IAPCHE members.
Recently NetVUE was able to award modest program development
grants to more than half of its eligible founding members because of
generous support from the Lilly Endowment.  These grants will deepen
institutional capacities to enrich both the intellectual and theological
exploration of vocation for undergraduates.  Some proposals focus on

building a more
seamless curric-
ular and co-cur-
ricular effort that
holistically
addresses the

spiritual, educational, and developmental needs of first- or second-year
students.  The goal is to create effective campus practices through a
hub where faculty, student life professionals, and campus ministry lead-
ers work together in the educational formation of undergraduates.  Other
proposals deepen faculty development through reading circles, retreats
that foster faculty engagement with the institutional mission and core
values, or seminars that will weave curricular and faculty development
together. Several awards were given to campuses that recognize the
importance of educating students for greater global learning.  These
campuses note that they are already bolstering worldwide educational
connections and education through global semesters and shorter-term
experiential learning.  But grant funds will now enable such colleges and
universities to enrich their institutional capacities for student reflection
on such educational experiences.  These awards encourage U.S. col-
leges and universities to ask about questions of faith in relationship to
student inquiries about meaning, purpose, and life direction as the world
at large becomes more connected and interdependent.  For more infor-
mation about NetVUE and its programs see: www.cic.edu/NetVUE.  
–Submitted by Shirley Roels, Senior Advisor, NetVUE

Douglas Campbell’s Art Exhibit at George Fox
University
From November 1-30, 2012 “Facing the
Light: The Art of Douglas Campbell,” was
on exhibit at the Minthorne and Lindgren
galleries of George Fox University.  This
exhibit featured fifty artworks selected
from work created in the past thirty years,
including etchings, monoprints, ink draw-
ings, gouache paintings, mixed media and
acrylic.  A catalog, Facing the Light: The
Art of Douglas Campbell, published by
Oblique Voice Press and which includes
color images of all artworks included in the
exhibit along with artist's statements on
direction, making, failure and hope was
made available to viewers.   Douglas Campbell is a professor of art at
George Fox University.   His artworks have been included in over 170
invitational and juried exhibits, written about art and art history for a vari-
ety of publications.    He has authored Seeing: When Art and Faith

Intersect (University Press of America, 2002) and Parktails, a novel pub-
lished by (Wipf and Stock, 2012).   For more information about the exhi-
bition, accompanying catalog, and inquiries about the art itself please
send an email to dcampbel@georgefox.edu.

Mark Volkers Produces a Documentary on
Slums
SIOUX CENTER, IA–Mark Volkers, a professor in media studies at

Dordt College has a new documentary film
titled The Fourth World that provides a
closer look at people who call slums their
home around the world. The focus of the
film is on a representative sample of the 1
billion people who inhabit slums in three
continents. According to the United
Nations that number of slum dwellers
could triple in the years to come.
Who are these people and what are these
slums? Are they a danger? A menace? Or
are slums a breeding ground for entrepre-
neurs? A transition point for people on a
desperate journey from poverty to middle-
class respectability? The Fourth World

takes you inside slums on three continents to meet individuals caught
up in the largest people migration in the history of the world. While
understanding a billion people is almost impossible, this film allows
viewers to go along with the film maker into the spaces and homes of a
handful of slum dwellers to hear their stories and see their lives in a way
that strips away the usual statistics of othering and begins the process
of building understanding.
Shot in Guatemala, Kenya and the Philippines The Fourth World allows
the film maker’s experience working in impoverished communities to
inform how we create and respond to stories of lived experiences of
those living far away from our immediate experiences. Viewers also get
a chance to listen to published experts--leaders in their fields from three
more continents--as they bring understanding to the 'why' of slums, and
foreshadow what's going to happen if the world ignores this social pow-
der keg much longer. The film has won numerous awards including,
Golden Reel Award: Nevada Film Festival; Redemptive Storyteller
Award: Redemptive Film Festival; Best Documentary Feature: Third
World Indie Film Festival; Walt Ratternam Humanitarian Award:
Columbia Gorge International Film Festival; Best Documentary:
Treasure Coast International Film Festival; Best Documentary Feature:
New York/Los Angeles International Film Festival; Aloha Accolade Award
in Documentary: Honolulu Film Awards; Telly Awards Bronze:
Cinematography; Telly Awards Silver: Documentary: Award of
Excellence: The Indie Fest; Honorable Mention: International Film
Festivals for Peace, Inspiration and Equality; Merit
Award for Presentation of a Critical Issue: Montana
Cine Film Festival; and, Award of Merit: Lucerne
International Film Festival.
Mark Volkers (pictured above right) has won multi-
ple national and international awards for his work.
He has filmed in more than 20 countries over the
past 15 years and brings his unique storytelling style
to this powerful documentary film about how one in six human beings
live. He currently teaches at Dordt College where he has been for the
last seven years. Previously he served as a missionary among the Luo
in Kenya and as a documentary film maker for the Christian Reformed
World Missions. He teaches digital media production at Dordt College
and lives in Sioux Center, Iowa.  The film is available for purchase at
http://www.fourthworldfilm.com/buy-the-film.html ($20.00 plus shipping).
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NORTH AMERICAN REGION 
IAPCHE is happy to welcome two new board members following the just
concluded board elections. The two are:

Dr. Karen Longman, PhD
Karen A. Longman serves as
program director and profes-
sor of doctoral higher educa-
tion at Azusa Pacific
University (APU). She
earned her doctorate from
the Center for the Study of
Higher Education at the
University of Michigan, holds
master’s degrees from
University of Michigan and
Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, and completed her
undergraduate work in psy-
chology at Albion College in
Michigan. While at APU,
Karen has served since 2007

on Doctoral Studies Council and Faculty Senate, chairing Doctoral
Studies Council for two years. She primarily teaches Higher Education
Administration, Introduction to U.S. Higher Education, Policy and
Politics, and Ethics. Beyond APU, Karen continues to serve as a Senior
Fellow of the Council for Christian Colleges & Universities (CCCU), hav-
ing directed the CCCU’s Women’s Leadership Development Institutes
since 1998. Karen and her colleague Laurie A. Schreiner co-edit the
journal Christian Higher Education: An International Journal of
Research, Theory, and Practice. Karen also edited the 2012 publication
Thriving in Leadership: Strategies for Making a Difference in Christian
Higher Education. Karen’s previous professional roles have included six
years as vice president for academic affairs and dean of the faculty at
Greenville College (IL) and nineteen years in Washington, D.C., on the
senior leadership team of the CCCU. She has traveled extensively;
taught in China, Mongolia, Ukraine, Ghana, and Vietnam; and served on
several nonprofit boards. Her research and publications focus on gender
issues, leadership development, and Christian higher education.

Dr. Harry Fernhout, PhD
Harry Fernhout has served
as President of The King’s
University College in
Edmonton, Canada since
2005. From 1990 to 2005 he
served as President of the
Institute for Christian Studies
(ICS) in Toronto. Fernhout
has served on the governing
boards of various associa-
tions, including Christian
Higher Education Canada
(CHEC) and the Association
of Reformed Colleges and
Universities (ARCU). He was
also a member of the
IAPCHE Board from 2000 to 2005. He has published several essays on
the nature of Christian higher education, and is particularly interested in
‘educating for shalom’ as the central animating metaphor for Christian
engagement in higher education. The youngest of five children, Harry
was born in the Netherlands and emigrated with his family to Thunder
Bay, Ontario at the age of three. Initially feeling led into the ministry he
entered Dordt College in Sioux Center, Iowa, graduating in 1970 with a

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy. During a year of pre-seminary study and
reflection at the newly-opened Institute for Christian Studies (ICS) in
Toronto, he decided his calling lay not in the ministry, but in the academ-
ic arena. He went on to earn another Masters and a PhD in Philosophy
of Education from the University of Toronto. His distinguished career at
the Institute for Christian Studies spanned 20 years. He is credited with
tremendous accomplishments during 16 years in the presidential post:
two successful capital campaigns, affiliation with the Toronto School of
Theology, and becoming one of the first privately-funded independent
academic institutions in Canada to grant its own doctorate degree. Harry
is married to Hilda (Dykstra) Fernhout. They have four children and two
grandchildren.

LATIN AMERICAN REGION
Dr. H. Fernando Bullon, PhD
Dr. H. Fernando Bullon is a Peruvian-born scholar living in Costa Rica
since 1991, where he is professor at the Universidad Evangelica de las
Americas (UNELA) and at the Seminario Nazareno de las Americas

(SENDAS). His work links mis-
sion, ethics, social sciences
and development, and has lec-
tured in various countries of
Latin America and the Hispanic
Caribbean region (Mexico, all
of Central America, Ecuador,
Peru, Brazil, Argentina,
Paraguay, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, and Puerto Rico). He
is also a member of the adjunct
faculty of the Latin American
Doctoral Program (PRODOLA)
coordinated from Pasadena
CA, USA; of the Master on
Organizational Leadership for
Latin America, of The Campolo

College of Eastern University, Philadelphia; and a consultant for
research of the Doctoral Program for Latin America of the Nazarene
Theological Seminary, Kansas City.
Dr. Bullon has interdisciplinary training combining the fields of agro-
industrial engineering (B.Sc. & Lic. Eng.), anthropology (Dip.), econom-
ics (MSc), educational administration (MA), and Latin American studies
(D.Phil). He earned his doctorate (Ph.D., 1991) in the Faculty of
Economic and Social Studies, University of Manchester, and did special-
ized studies in Theology and Development at the Oxford Centre for
Mission Studies (OCMS), both in Britain. In the 1970s he was a pastoral
worker of the Association of Evangelicals University Groups of Peru
(AGEUP), associated to the International Fellowship of Evangelical
Students (IFES); he served first as General Secretary and later as
Director of the Program of Service and Social Action, creating and lead-
ing the Huaylas Project in the Andean region of Peru - an initiative for
training in Christian professional service. In the first part of the 1980s he
served as university professor in economics and as pastor of a local
church in Lima. In the second part of the 1980s he served as director of
PROESA, a regional development project in the northern Peruvian
Andes. 
He is a member of the Latin American Theological Fellowship and was a
member of its Continental Board from 2000-2008. He is the author of
"Theological and Technical Approaches about Development in Latin
America" (World Vision, 1995), "Mission and Development in Latin
America: Challenges on the Threshold of the 21st Century" (Kairos,
2000), "Christian Mission and Social Responsibility "(a three-volume
work, Kairos, 2009), and co-author of other books on development and
education as well as being a speaker at various international events.

N E W   I A P C H E  B O A R D  M E M B E R S
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AFRICA REGION
Rev. Dr. Medard Rugyendo,
PhD.
Dr. Medard Rugyendo is currently
Dean of the Faculty of Education
and Arts at Uganda Christian
University in Mukono, Uganda. He
received his BA, MA and PhD in
Religious Studies from Makerere
University in Uganda and a Post
Graduate Diploma in Christian
Ministries from Uganda Christian
University. For 18 years he taught
religious ethics and Church history
in the Department of Religious
Studies at Makerere University,
where he also had a chance to
preach and offer counseling for
the students as opportunities became available. In 2003 he joined
ordained ministry and served at the National Referral Hospital as a Non-
Stipendiary Priest while maintaining his university teaching role.  His
main duties included working with students as well as mature Christians
in the Chapel. In 2010 Dr. Rugyendo joined Uganda Christian University
as Dean of the Faculty of Education and Arts where he also works with
the UCU Chaplaincy.

EUROPEAN REGION
L.N. (Rens) Rottier
Rens Rottier is a trained schoolteacher who  studied pedagogics, spe-
cial educational needs and educational  sciences at the Radboud
University of Nijmegen, and the University of Leiden. From 1979-1985
he was a Christian schoolteacher and thereafter worked as an educa-

tional consultant for
Christian schools. In
1998 he became
Director of a school for
children with special
educational needs and
the manager of
Christelijke Hogeschool
de Driestar in Gouda, a
university for teacher
education and from
2005 till now chairman

of the board of Driestar Educatief, university for teacher education and a
center for educational consultancy. Driestar Educatief is a strong
IAPCHE member and has a lot of international contacts, and several
long-term partnerships with universities and colleges for teacher educa-
tion and Christian schools. 
His institute has been a member of IAPCHE for years. Together with the
other three Dutch members of IAPCHE they organized the IAPCHE
European Conference in 2009. The theme of the conference was
‘Bridging the Gap. Connecting Christian Faith and Professional Practice
in a Pluralistic Society.’ Besides his leadership on the university board
Rottier is still involved in the educational practice with a specific focus
on leadership, teaching Christian education and identity, and inclusive
education. He is also chairman of the Friends of Radiance Foundation,
which provides support for Radiance, a private Christian school in
Zhytomir in the Ukraine and a member of the board of trustees of Red
een kind, a developmental organization that supports children in African
countries.

GRAND RAPIDS, MI–IAPCHE is
grateful for the work carried out by out-
going board members and wishes to
thank them publicly for dedicating their
time and resources to advancing the
mission of IAPCHE representing their
respective regions. From North
America we thank     Dr. Joel
Carpenter (pictured right) who has
served the board for six years and as
the outgoing chair. Dr. Carpenter cur-
rently directs the Nagel Institute for the
Study of World Christianity and
Seminars at Calvin, both at Calvin
College in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Before his current role with the Nagel
Institute Carpenter was provost at
Calvin College where he oversaw the
expansion of the college’s interest and participation in global education.
He has written and researched extensively on the history of Christianity
in multiple regions of the world. He is the author of Revive Us Again:
The Reawakening of American Fundamentalism (OUP, 1999); editor of
Walking Together: Christian Thinking and Public Life in South Africa
(Abilene, 2012); and co-editor, with Lamin Sanneh, of The Changing
Face of Christianity: Africa, the West, and the World (OUP, 2005) among
other books. He is widely travelled has extensive networks with institu-
tions and individuals around the world and enjoys working to promote
other scholars to excel in their gifts and talents. Given the strategic role
that the Nagel Institute plays in World Christianity it is unlikely that Dr.
Carpenter will step away from working closely with IAPCHE on numer-
ous programs.

From our Latin American region we thank
Ruth Padilla Deborst (pictured left)
who has served IAPCHE faithfully for the
last three years and has asked to not be
considered for a second term. Ruth
Padilla Deborst has been involved in
leadership training, church and communi-
ty development and strengthening of a
Network for Holistic Mission in El
Salvador, under the auspices of Christian
Reformed World Missions. Having spo-
ken and ministered to students and lead-
ers through the International Fellowship
of Evangelical Students (IFES) for many
years, she currently serves with Christian Reformed World Missions in
the areas of theological education and leadership development, support-
ing local professionals, teachers, NGOs, and churches to live out the
Gospel in all dimensions of life. She focuses on two main ministries: the
Institute for the Promotion of Christian Higher Education and on-going
support of Seeds of New Creation in El Salvador. Additionally, Ruth
serves as General Secretary of the Latin American Theological
Fellowship and as Director of Ediciones Certeza Unida, the publishing
house of the Spanish-speaking member movements of the International
Fellowship of Evangelical Students. Ruth has an MA in Interdisciplinary
Studies from Wheaton College Graduate School, and is working on the
completion of her doctoral studies in Missiology and Social Ethics at
Boston University School of Theology. 

THANK YOU TO OUTGOING
IAPCHE BOARD MEMBERS

N E W   I A P C H E  B O A R D  M E M B E R S  c o n t d .
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Our African region board representative Dr. Joseph
Ilori (pictured on left) has also asked to not serve a sec-
ond term. Prof. Ilori has a wealth of administrative experi-
ence, serving as Head of Department of Education at
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, and as the President of
the Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary. He is the
author of Moral philosophy in African context: For univer-

sities and colleges of education (1994).

Due to illness Dr. Harro van Brummelen, Ed.D (pictured below)
asked to be allowed to step down from his service as IAPCHE board
member representing North America. He is professor emeritus of educa-
tion at Trinity Western University in British Columbia, Canada, where he
also served as dean. He is executive director of
Christian Studies International, an organization that
places Christian teachers in classrooms all over the
world and author of academic books on teaching
and learning including Walking with God in the
Classroom: Christian Approaches to Teaching and
Learning (1988), which is available in 10 lan-
guages. He is also author of Stepping Stones to the
Curriculum: A Biblical Path (2002) and co-author,
with Ken Bradley, of Metaphors we Teach by: How
Metaphors Shape What we do in Classrooms (2012).

IAPCHE wishes to thanks these distinguished leaders and servants for
their dedication to Christian higher education worldwide and wishes
them the Lord’s guidance in their ongoing tasks and services. We are
also excited to welcome a new group of board members recently elect-
ed to serve for three years in their first term which ends in 2015. They
will be eligible to be voted in for another three years.

Liverpool Hope VC Gives Commencement
Speech at Bowen University
IWO, NIGERIA–Liverpool Hope’s Vice Chancellor Professor Pillay (pic-
tured right) gave the Convocation Lecture at the
Bowen University in Iwo, Nigeria during the
graduation ceremony on November 1st, 2012.
Prof. Pillay was accompanied by the Pro-
Chancellor, Monsignor John Devine and the
Associate Dean of International Relations, Dr.
Keith Paterson. Founded in 2002 the university
was marking its 10th Anniversary and had been
holding different events to commemorate this
milestone.
In his address titled “education as Liberation,” Prof. Pillay noted that
education is the primary stimulus not merely for social and economic
development but for shaping a culture and establishing a humane soci-
ety. He argued that a narrow functionalistic or utilitarian view of the

University under-
mines its broader
intellectual and cul-
tural mandate.
Liverpool Hope
University and
Bowen University
signed a
Memorandum of
Understanding in

2006, which among other things has allowed for training and visits. A
number of Bowen University faculty and graduates have undertaken
graduate studies at Liverpool Hope University. Larry Ayuba who is

Bowen University’s
chaplain, for instance,
is in the final stages of
completing his PhD at
Liverpool Hope
University.  Bowen
University is a private
institution owned by the
Nigerian Baptist
Convention and named
after Reverend Thomas
Jefferson Bowen who pioneered Baptist work in Nigeria in 1850.  The
University obtained a final Government approval in 2001 but com-
menced academic activities on the 4th of November 2002 through its
first student intake of about 500. It is one of the few Christian higher
education institutions in Africa that focuses seriously on natural sci-
ences. Currently it has three faculties: Agriculture; Science and Science
Education; Law; Humanities; and, Social
and Management Sciences. Liverpool
Hope University is a 168 old institution that
is also the only with an ecumenical foun-
dation in Europe. As a result its work has
been shaped by Christian principles but it
does embrace those of all faiths and none. The University places great
emphasis on the bringing together of research excellence and top-quali-
ty teaching. This is facilitated by a community of academics and schol-
ars who are of the highest caliber. This research-informed teaching

enables our students to develop into
rounded and employable graduates who
can take their place confidently as global
citizens in the 21st century. Liverpool
Hope has two main teaching campuses.
Hope Park is situated in a leafy suburb
of Liverpool and is a mini educational vil-

lage. The Creative Campus in Liverpool city center is the home to our
creative and performing arts subjects. Both campuses have seen major
investment over the last five years, so traditional architecture now sits
beside contemporary buildings and facilities. Liverpool Hope University
is an active institutional member of IAPCHE.
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GOT NEWS?
Do you have any News, Book announcements, Conference
announcements, Essays, Papers, or Changes in leadership at your
institution that you would like IAPCHE members worldwide to know
about? Do you have stories about strategic changes happening in
your field of expertise as shaped by Christian faith that others need
to know about? Or have you attended a conference or seminar that
made a great difference to your own thinking or work? Please consid-
er sending IAPCHE essays or announcements about these events or
experiences to be included in CONTACT, IAPCHE’s newsletter pub-
lished quarterly.
Please also submit Reports on individual research projects that
demonstrate the benefits of IAPCHE networking; Descriptions of aca-
demic service to other areas of Christian calling; Discussions of ped-
agogy, which are informed by a distinctly Christian perspective;
and/or News from institutional and affiliate members.

Send all your entries to iapche[@]calvin.edu



Global Education at Calvin College 
Calvin College is widely recognized for its academic quality, ranking 2nd
in the state of Michigan (after the University of Michigan) according to
StateUniversity.com, which ranks the top 2,000 U.S. colleges and univer-
sities – a ranking based on key statistics, including student retention,
student/faculty ratio, test scores and other factors. US News & World
Report consistently identifies Calvin as one of the top colleges in the
Midwest. The National Review Guide to America's Best Colleges places
Calvin among the top 50 undergraduate colleges in the country, describ-
ing it as "one of the finest liberal arts colleges in the nation."
The total enrollment at Calvin was 3,967 students in the 2011/2012 aca-
demic year with the majority of students coming from Michigan (53%) as

well as from other
states (36%) and
internationally (11%).
In addition, the stu-
dent body includes
12% students of
color, and a total gen-
der breakdown of
53% female and 47%
male. For students
interested in studying
off-campus for a
semester, Calvin pro-
vides 13 locations to

choose from including: Britain, China, France, Ghana, Honduras,
Hungary, Netherlands, Peru, and Spain.
Calvin first began offering study abroad opportunities during its January
term in 1968.  Since then, opportunities to study off campus have greatly
increased.  The first semester-long program was offered in Spain in
1983 and since 1996, the college has added twelve additional off-cam-
pus semester-long programs on five continents (Eleven outside the
United States, one internship program in Washington DC, and one pro-
gram in Gallup, New Mexico).  Calvin faculty members lead all of our
semester programs.  Students take one to three classes with this faculty
member and additional classes are taken at the partnering institution.  In
addition to our semester programs, thirty to thirty-five off-campus classes
are offered each year during our three-week January term.  Courses
offered in January 2012 included:  Venetian Art and Architecture (Italy),
Field Work in Archaeology (Jordan/Israel), Economic and Environmental
Planning (Hong Kong), Business and Culture (Brazil), Glaciers, the
Outback and the Great Barrier Reef (New Zealand and Australia),
French Feminism (Paris), Building Communities (Uganda), Development
(Liberia), The Songs of South Africa, Business and Christianity (India),
Partnering to Improve Health in Rural India, and sixteen other courses in
the United States and abroad.  By the time they graduate, approximately
two-thirds of each graduating class will have participated in an off-cam-
pus interim or semester.  The majority of these experiences are interna-
tional. 
Calvin also offers two
alternative paths for
students to study
abroad for a semes-
ter.  First, it has part-
nerships with four
other institutions
offering semester
opportunities in Austria, Chicago, Japan, and Thailand, where students
can take all their financial aid (merit and need) with them.  Second, in
the last year, Calvin has created a process whereby students can apply
to take a portion of their financial aid (100% need and 50% of their

Calvin merit) with them to programs
offered by any other semester
abroad provider of their choosing.  
Calvin has also been very deliberate
about its internationalization that it
anchors in its Christian identity. In
2007, Calvin won the Paul Simon
Award for campus internationaliza-
tion, recognizing Calvin’s efforts to
create off-campus study opportuni-
ties as well as other on-campus ini-
tiatives that increase international
enrollment and encourage students
to engage with global issues. Over
the last five years Calvin has consis-
tently ranked in the top three nation-
ally among the top 40 baccalaureate
institutions in the nation for study abroad (in 2010/2011 Calvin ranked
2nd) according to the Open Door Report released by the International
Education Exchange.  
The Institute of International Education (IIE) routinely recognizes Calvin
College as a national leader in study-abroad programs.  In 2011/2012, a
total of 803 students studied off-campus.  Of these students, 257 partici-
pated in a semester program. 546 participated in one of the 29 off-cam-
pus courses taking place on 6 continents during the January term. When
international students join Calvin College they also play a role in the
overall building of Calvin’s community.  During the 2011-2012 academic
year Nana Owusu-Achau, a student from Ghana, served as the student
body president. Nana Owusu-Achau first heard about Calvin while work-
ing as a
college
counselor
at the
American
Embassy
in his
home-
town of
Accra. A
girl he
was
advising
told him
about the
small Christian school in the Midwest. At the time, Nana had envisioned
a future as an engineering major at an Ivy League school but got quite
attracted to Calvin when he saw something about worship on one of the
brochures he had about the college. He applied and joined Calvin
College where he also served as a resident assistant and an orientation
leader. While Nana came to Calvin certain that he would be an engineer,
after a few site visits, that future no longer appealed to him. Instead, he
decided to go into information technology, a field he believes needs to
be cultivated in Ghana. Calvin College sends approximately 17 students
to its semester in Ghana every year and sister city relationship between
Grand Rapids and the Ga District in Ghana extends this relationship
beyond the classroom walls.
Looking to the future, Calvin will continue to strengthen its existing off-
campus programs, strategically expanding them in ways that support the
overall aim of Calvin College to offer an education that is both Christian
and academically rigorous, as well as promoting first-rate scholarship
and a sense of responsibility to serve others, personally and profession-
ally, in local communities and around the globe.  
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QUICK FACTS
ABOUT CALVIN
COLLEGE
Founded 1876
418 international students (11%)
75% study abroad before graduation 
12% students of color
53% female, 47% male
87% retention rate from first to second
year 
388 faculty (over 82% with terminal
degrees)
22 students: average class size 
86% retention rate from first to second
year (compared to 70% nationally)
77% six year graduation rate (compared
to 57% nationally)
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Wendy Helleman’s Student Receives the PhD
Rebecca Dali graduated with a PhD in Religion and Philosophy from the
school of post-graduate
studies at the University
of Jos in Nigeria,
November 2012. Dr. Dali
was a student of Dr.
Wendy Helleman (active
member of IAPCHE), a
volunteer professor with
International Christian
Studies stationed in Jos,
Nigeria. Wendy and her
husband Adrian have
been serving as ICS professors of religion and philosophy for a decade
now. The title of her dissertation is “An Ethical Analysis of the Plight of
Women in Violent Conflict in Northern Nigeria (1980-2008)”. Her
research followed up on Muslim and Christian women who were affected

by the 2001 Jos violent conflict
asking about the emotional, mate-
rial, and physical loss they under-
went. She zeroed in on Kaduna
and Maiduguri regions seeking to
understand how women are
affected by these conflicts espe-
cially because of their centrality in
family and society.
Picture above is of Wendy
Helleman and Rebecca and the

one on the left is of Prof. Musa Gaiya (active member of IAPCHE),
Rebecca and Wendy.--Story by Wendy Helleman.

Joel Carpenter Gives Commencement Speech
at Akrofi-Christaller Institute
AKROPONG-AKUAPEM, GHANA–Dr. Joel Carpenter, Director of the
Nagel Institute for the Study of World Christianity at Calvin College was
the commencement speaker during the graduation ceremony held at the
Akrofi-Christaller Institute in Ghana on December 1, 2012. In his speech

titled “Now What?: African Christian Thinking
for a Rapidly Changing Continent”, Carpenter
told those in attendance that many African
Christian institutions of higher learning aspire to
Christian integrity in a genuinely African frame
and voice, but most struggle with the old wine-
skins of European and American fabrication.
He however noted that Akrofi-Christaller
Institute has had the opportunity to begin anew,
to build from the ground up. He told the gradu-

ates that they will be working in one of the world’s most strategic set-
tings, in sub-Saharan Africa, where the church is growing the fastest,
where Christianity’s role in nations and societies is still very much being
shaped and formed, and that they will be among its shapers and form-
ers. Noting the tremendous work carried out by African Christians to pro-
duce hundreds of millions of those who responded to the call to faith,
Carpenter observed that the next phase of this Christian movement is
teaching the people God’s larger plan of redemption, giving witness to
God’s justice, peace and full flourishing. African churches and Christian

people are out in
society organizing
schools, seminaries,
universities, commu-
nity development

agencies, businesses, media outlets, health clinics, women’s associa-

tions, youth groups, and, indeed, in some places, political movements
and parties. But this activism is often very short on Christian theory and
principle. To avoid this Carpenter gave the example of Akrofi-Christaller
Institute, which has embarked on a theology that is attempting to think in
Christian ways about African realities and how to make right choices in
those contexts. This institute has been able to make connections
between the great creator God of the African past and Africans present
Christian faith, through God’s son, our Lord Jesus Christ. As a result it
prepares its graduates to engage effectively in life situations, as
Carpenter said, citing Andrew Walls, where one must make Christian
choices, and previous Christian experience offers no clear precedent.
Does it prepare them to engage with the realities of Africa today? An
Africa that is increasingly becoming urban? It is commendable to reach
back to the African past but there has to be a vibrant theology of the pre-
sent as well. Who is Jesus to the boys who sell telephone cards and
magazines in heavy traffic?  Who is Jesus to the girls and ladies who
sell plantain chips and fresh fruit by the roadside?  To the construction
worker eager for the next job?  For the nurse working the crowded hos-

pital ward?  To the accountant at the real estate office? Responding to
these and other related questions will take fresh spiritual and intellectual
energy, discernment, and creativity, to teach, preach and live out the
gospel in this time of rapid change.  
The Akrofi-Christaller Institute of Theology, Mission and Culture is a
postgraduate research and training Institute fully accredited by the
National Accreditation Board of the Ministry of Education as a tertiary
institution with a Presidential Charter to award its own degrees. It is a
research university promoting African innovation and excellence and
dedicated to the study and documentation of Christian history, thought
and life in Ghana and in Africa as a whole, in relation to their African set-
ting and to world Christianity. ACI seeks to strengthen Christian witness
in the modern Africa and world context through Christian scholarship.
Named after two past great scholars of the Twi language and pioneer
figures in the cultural witness of the Church in Ghana, Clement
Anderson Akrofi and Johannes Gottlieb Christaller, the Akrofi-Christaller
Institute of Theology, Mission and Culture (ACI) (formerly Akrofi-
Christaller Memorial Centre for Mission Research and Applied Theology,
ACMC) seeks to be at the cutting edge of the church’s mission and
encounter with society and culture in Ghana, Africa and the wider world.
This year it celebrates its 25th anniversary and has had numerous activi-
ties to mark this important milestone in the institution. Calvin College
Ghana semester participants have an opportunity to be introduced to
Ghanaian culture and history through Akrofi-Christaller Institute.

Please Note that 
IAPCHE EMAIL CHANGED

from director@iapche.org to iapche@calvin.edu  
please use this new email address for all 

correspondence 
our website address remains the same

www.iapche.org
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Geneva College Launches Full Online Program
BEAVER FALLS, PA–Geneva College's Adult Degree Completion
Program (ADCP) an accelerated undergraduate program for adults who
have some college and/or work experience, now offers a totally online
bachelor’s degree completion program. The first
class begins on March 4, 2013, with its first
major to be offered online being human
resources. This program is designed as a practi-
cal education suited for professionals dealing
with real-life issues in the workplace and every-
day life. Geneva College’s ADCP in human
resources covers topics related to employee and
labor relations, training and development, group
dynamics, styles of communication, ethics and
decision making, effective supervision tech-
niques and organizational behavior. The ADCP program also focuses on
the importance of broad perspectives to help prepare effective, under-
standing and ethical workplace leaders.

Geneva has included online education as part of its curriculum for years
before making the move to provide a completely online program for stu-
dents. “This enables us to expand our mission to provide quality
Christian education to busy adults who don't have the time or means to
go to a classroom,” says Ralph Phillips, Director of the ADCP. The
ADCP is fast-moving, providing students with the opportunity to finish
their bachelor’s degree in just under a year-and-a-half. Now that there is
a fully online alternative, students can receive a high-quality education
at their own convenience. Students have the ability to log in anytime and
anywhere to work on their degrees. Interested students can enroll online
at http://online.geneva.edu/. The college also offers opportunities for stu-
dents who have not completed the minimum number of credits required
for the ADCP program, to do so through its the Bridge Program. Bridge
classes are conducted in the classroom, as partially-online or fully
online. More information can be found at www.geneva.edu/bridge.
Geneva College is a private, four-year comprehensive Christian college
of the arts, sciences, and professional studies located in Beaver Falls,
Pennsylvania. It was founded by the Reformed Presbyterian Church of
North America (RPCNA) in Northwood, Ohio in 1848 and moved to its
current location in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania in 1880.

IAPCHE Hosts Networking Dinner for WestMichigan Members
GRAND RAPIDS, MI–Just after thanksgiving break, on November 27,
IAPCHE hosted a very successful networking dinner for members and
supporters in the West Michigan area. Held at the Prince Conference
Center on the campus of Calvin College the dinner attracted 92 partici-

pants from Calvin
College, Calvin
Theological
Seminary,
Cornerstone
University,
Davenport
University,
Mercantile Bank of
Michigan, World
Renew, representa-
tives of Donetsk

University in Ukraine, and Christian Reformed World Missions, among
many others. The dinner was part of IAPCHE’s new director, Dr.
Mwenda Ntarangwi to introduce IAPCHE to prospective and new mem-
bers and reconnect it with existing members living in the area. In his
opening remarks to welcome those at the dinner, outgoing IAPCHE
board chair, Dr. Joel Carpenter recalled his first major IAPCHE confer-
ence held in 2000 at Dordt College, which became his turning point after
meeting participants from up to thirty nations in the world all excited
about the promise of networking Christian higher educa-
tion. In her words offered as a devotion and prayer
before the meal Dr. Shirley Roels (pictured on right)
reminded participants of the relevance of the great com-
mission found in Matthew 28: 16-20 and noted that the
question we should ask ourselves is “What is our practice
of discipleship in the context of global Christian higher
education?” She offered four observations in response to
the question: first, our job in Christian higher education is
to shine a spotlight on the authority of God that is already at work in the
world not creating but unveiling it; second, discipleship is not a one way
path where just some disciple others who are less experienced or less
knowledgeable but rather that we all benefit from learning through each
other’s discipleship; third, acknowledge we were brought into new life
through a Triune God and that our continuing identity as disciples is to
this extensive, even when mysterious, three-fold God; and, fourth, we
are to teach each other as disciples so that we all grow into what Jesus
has commanded us to be and to become. To be obedient to this call is
to understand that Christian higher education is about the whole of
human life and requires us to know how, for instance, to construct a
good road, manage agriculture, frame a solid legal contract, develop a

workable health care system, and
create communications using social
media.
Dr. John Vanderstelt, emeritus pro-
fessor of Dordt College reflected on
his involvement with IAPCHE since
its inception in 1975. He shared
personal stories of the way
IAPCHE had shaped his profes-
sional and personal life, noting that
the association had opened the
world of global Christian higher
education to his teaching, preach-

ing, and living. Dr. Vanderstelt (pictured above left) was IAPCHE’s exec-
utive secretary in the 1980s and has remained a very active supporter
all along the association’s many years of existence. In his speech
IAPCHE executive director, Dr. Mwenda Ntarangwi (below left), thanked
the guests for finding time to be part of his first public event since
assuming the leadership role in July of 2012. He took the opportunity to
outline his plans for the coming few years including staying focused on
the three programs IAPCHE has done well–faculty development and
leadership training, curriculum development, and networking Christian

higher education faculty and scholars through
regional and international conferences. He
announced that IAPCHE had received a $10,500.00
grant from the Calvin Center for Christian
Scholarship to support the upcoming conference on
internationalizing Christian higher education to be
held at Calvin College as
well as a $35,000.00 grant
from an anonymous donor
to support a pilot faculty

development and leadership training program in
East Africa. In this latter project IAPCHE will
work with Africa Nazarene University and
Daystar University (Kenya), Bilingual Christian
University (Congo), Tumaini University
(Tanzania), and Uganda Christian University
(Uganda). After more than two hours of food and fellowship Dr. Susan
Felch (above right) closed the gathering with a benediction.
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A Theology of Higher Education by Mike Higton – Oxford University Press, 2012
In this book, Mike Higton provides a constructive critique of Higher
Education policy and practice in the UK, the US and beyond, from
the standpoint of Christian theology. He focuses on the role universi-
ties can and should play in forming students and staff in intellectual
virtue, in sustaining vibrant communities of inquiry, and in serving the
public good. He argues both that modern secular universities can be
a proper context for Christians to pursue their calling as disciples to
learn and to teach, and that Christians can contribute to the flourish-
ing of such universities as institutions devoted to learning for the
common good. In the process he sets out a vision of the good uni-

versity as secular and religiously plural, as socially inclusive, and as deeply and produc-
tively entangled with the surrounding society. Along the way, he engages with a range of
historical examples (the medieval University of Paris, the University of Berlin in the nine-
teenth century, and John Henry Newman's work in Oxford and Dublin) and with a range of
contemporary writers on Higher Education from George Marsden to Stanley Hauerwas and
from David Ford to Rowan Williams.

Beyond Integration: Inter/Disciplinary Possibilities for the Future of Christian Higher
Education edited by Todd Ream, Jerry Pattengale, and David
Riggs – Abilene Christian University Press, 2012
Prominent voices reflect upon Christian higher education as it may
exist beyond the influence of the faith integration model. Over the
last generation the phrase ''integration of faith and learning'' has
come to describe how many Christian colleges and universities
understand the way all forms of learning fall under the lordship of
Jesus Christ. With its origins in the philosophical and theological
insights of the Reformed tradition, this phrase has expanded its
influence to institutions nurtured by numerous Christian traditions.

This volume draws together prominent voices who are beginning to reflect upon Christian
higher education as it may exist beyond the influence of the integration model. The book is
organized by areas historically considered to make up the core of an undergraduate gener-
al education curriculum--the natural sciences, the social sciences, the behavioral sciences,
and the liberal arts. Contributors include scholars who have emerged as seminal voices in
their fields and have wrestled with some of the larger questions facing the Christian acade-

my.

Building a Culture of Faith: University-wide Partnerships for
Spiritual Formation
by Cary Balzer & Rod Reed - Abilene Christian University Press,
2012
A groundbreaking work on holistic spiritual formation in Christian
higher education. Contemporary Christian universities claim that
students grow spiritually while enrolled, yet very little work has been
done exploring the influences of various parts of the university on
student spiritual formation, especially, but not limited to, the impact

of faculty. This book addresses the unique role faculty and others play in student spiritual
formation, including historical and contemporary approaches; it sets out a framework for
understanding spiritual formation as it is practiced in the Christian university; and provides

practical models for the roles the university plays in the spiritual
formation of students.

Christianity and the Disciplines: The Transformation of the
University edited by Peter Hampson, Oliver Crisp, Gavin D’Costa,
and Mervyn Davies - T&T Clark, 2012
This volume will show how various intellectual disciplines (most
found within the modern university) can learn from theology and
philosophy in primarily methodological and substantive terms. It
will explore the possible ways in which current presuppositions and

practices of the discipline might be challenged. It will also indicate the possibilities of both
a “Christian Culture” in relation to that discipline or the way in which that discipline might

look within a real or theoretical Christian university.
Christ-Centered Higher Education: Memory, Meaning, and
Momentum for the Twenty-First Century by David McKenna –
Cascade Books division of Wipf & Stock, 2012
If the Christ-centered college or university did not exist, would it
have to be invented? Back in the 1950s, the answer was in doubt.
With few exceptions, Christian colleges wallowed in defensive self-
doubt and divisive competition while under attack from the rising

public sector. Students of American higher education predicted that they would soon
become as extinct as the whooping crane. Rather than succumbing to doomsayers, lead-
ers in Christian higher education bonded together around the commanding truth that "all
things come together" in Jesus Christ. They drove their stake for the future in the integra-
tion of faith and learning as the reason for the existence of Christ-centered higher educa-
tion. Out of this commitment came a renaissance movement of common cause and
unprecedented cooperation through the Consortium of Christian Colleges and the Council
for Christian Colleges & Universities. Will integration continue to be the energizing and all-
pervasive influence that gives the Christ-centered institution its reason for existence?
Trustees, presidents, deans and faculties in each generation must think and rethink the
concept in the light of theological, academic, technological, and cultural change. David
McKenna opens the conversation by remembering where we were, confirming who we are,

and envisioning what we can be.

Engaging the Culture, Changing the World: The Christian
University in a Post-Christian World by Philip Eaton – Iinter
Varsity Press, 2011
Drawing on the social critical thinking of Lesslie Newbigin, Richard
Hays, Walter Brueggemann, Richard Mouw, Richard John
Neuhaus, Charles Taylor and James Davison Hunter, the author
proposes an alternative idea of the Christian university that aims to
equip students for responsible engagement in our post-Christian

context. Going against the mainstream of Christian higher education, Eaton envisions a
place that considers engagement and interaction with culture to be a positive priority.
Going against the mainstream of secular higher education, Eaton envisions a place where
the grand narrative of the Christian gospel is affirmed as a life-giving response to the criti-
cal issues of our day. We need not resign ourselves to exile on the margins of society nor
blend in with the pervasive secular society. Engaging the Culture, Changing the World
foresees a third way: the Christian university that stands in distinction and compassion, a
community that models human flourishing to the world

Faith and Learning: A Handbook for Christian Higher
Education by David Dockery – B&H Academic, 2012
Faith and learning, scholarship and piety, Christian tradition and
intellectual inquiry, head and hearts: How do these things come
together in an informative, enriching, and interdependent way? The
calling of Christian higher education is to reflect the life of Christ
and to shine the light of truth. That distinctive mission cannot be
forced into an either/or framework but rather a both/and calling. It is
a commitment to Jesus Christ himself, who is both fully God and

fully human and who for Christian educators is both light and life. This multi-authored vol-
ume, with dynamic contributions from entry-level faculty members to seasoned scholars,
explores the question of the Christian faith’s place on the university campus, whether in
administrative matters, the broader academic world, or in student life. Philosophy,
Sociology, Science, Arts, Business, Media; Faith and Learning explores how significant
Christian thinkers have addressed such topics and their related issues throughout the his-
tory of the church. The historical, theological, and biblical framework will help students
interact with and engage contemporary challenges to the Christian faith in the various

fields of study and inquiry.

No Longer Invisible: Religion in University Education
by Douglas & Rhonda Jacobsen – Oxford University Press, 2012
Drawing on conversations with hundreds of professors, co-curricu-
lar educators, administrators, and students from institutions span-
ning the entire spectrum of American colleges and universities, the
Jacobsens illustrate how religion is constructively intertwined with
the work of higher education in the twenty-first century. No Longer
Invisible documents how, after decades when religion was margin-
alized, colleges and universities are re-engaging matters of faith-

an educational development that is both positive and necessary. Religion in contemporary
American life is now incredibly complex, with religious pluralism on the rise and the cate-
gories of "religious" and "secular" often blending together in a dizzying array of lifestyles
and beliefs. Using the categories of historic religion, public religion, and personal religion,
No Longer Invisible offers a new framework for understanding this emerging religious ter-
rain, a framework that can help colleges and universities-and the students who attend
them-interact with religion more effectively. The stakes are high: Faced with escalating
pressures to focus solely on job training, American higher education may find that paying
more careful and nuanced attention to religion is a prerequisite for preserving American
higher education's longstanding commitment to personal, social, and civic learning.
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The Christian College Phenomenon: Inside America's Fastest Growing Institutions
of Higher Learning by Samuel Joeckel and Thomas Chesnes –
Abilene Christian University Press, 2011
An in-depth look at what's happening inside the colleges and uni-
versities that are growing most dramatically among today's higher
education institutions. The Christian College Phenomenon explores
the explosive growth over the last twenty years of institutions affili-
ated with the CCCU. While public institutions of higher learning in
the United States experienced a 3% growth in enrollment from
1990-1996, CCCU institutions witnessed a 36.9% growth during
that same period. And in 2006, enrollment over the previous year at

public universities grew by 13% and at other private colleges by 28%, but enrollment at
CCCU institutions rose by 70.6%. Editors Thomas Chesnes and Samuel Joeckel have
taken an empirical approach, surveying over 1900 professors at ninety-five CCCU colleges
and universities and 2300 students at twenty different schools. The editors compiled
responses to quantitative and open-ended questions on topics from pedagogy and politics
to faith learning integration; they then made that data available to nearly thirty scholars
who have turned their considered responses into chapters that are now organized into
seven book sections, covering topics in gender, evolution, faith, learning, scholarship, and
race/ethnicity.

Thriving in Leadership: Strategies for Making a Difference in
Christian Higher Education by Karen Longman – Abilene
Christian University Press, 2012
In this book, seventeen senior leaders from Christian colleges and
universities across the United States--collectively bringing with
them hundreds of years of leadership experience--share fresh
insights into the theory and practice of Christian higher education
leadership. These authors speak honestly about the successes,
failures, and demands that have shaped their current leadership
decisions and their visions for the future. This compilation repre-

sents an engaging introduction to leadership approaches and strategies in Christian higher
education, designed to strengthen the leaders of today and inspire the leaders of tomor-
row.

Walking Together: Christian Thinking and Public Life in South
Africa by Joel Carpenter – Abilene Christian University Press, 2012
Scholars from Africa and North America come together to discover
what is perhaps South Africa's greatest contribution to social
thought, ubuntu--the power of belonging and walking together. In
Walking Together, editor Joel Carpenter presents fresh Christian
thinking about public affairs, society, and culture and governance,
enlivened by North-South interaction in a dynamic setting--contem-
porary South Africa. This insightful book features an international
team of scholars encountering contemporary South Africa and
rethinking how Christians can promote a more just and humane

public life. Chapters include ''A Stranger in My Own Country: Alienation and Public
Theology'' by Godwin Iornenge Akper, ''The Political Voice of Churches in Democratic
South Africa'' by Tracy Kuperus, and ''In Search of a Sanctuary: Zimbabwean Migrants in
South Africa'' by Sophia Chirongoma. Expert contributors include Sarah Shady, Scott
Moeschberger, Rhonda Collier, Godwin Iornenge Akper, Sophia Chirongoma, Bernard
Boyo, Charles Awasu, Rothney Tshaka, James Nkansah-Obrempong, Paul Brink, Tracy
Kuperus, and Stephen W. Martin. These authors offer insight for scholars, South Africa
enthusiasts, and those involved in international academic programs and Christian higher

education. Walking Together shows that as Christian scholars of the North awaken to the
concerns of their faith's new heartlands to the South, and Christian scholars from the
South awaken to their faith's public imperatives, they gain fresh insights from engaging
each other in this dynamic nation.

Soul Care: Christian Faith and Academic Administration edited
by Harold Heie and Mark Sargent – Abilene Christian University
Press, 2012   
In this unique volume, several well respected academic leaders
reflect on how their Christian faith informs their approach to acade-
mic administration. The essays are personal and candid, full of
reflections on some of the difficulties and successes the leaders
have experienced on their own campuses. Each essay explores
some theoretical and theological foundations for administrative

work, and then considers one or more specific applications or scenarios. Part One
explores some underlying virtues and values in academic leadership, including humility,
administration as pastoral care, and the cultivation of joy. Part Two delves more intricately
into the dynamics of academic governance, including difficult personnel decisions, strategic
planning, and tough financial choices. Part Three explores relationships in the academy--
the continual need to find that personal touch in administrative work.

Finding Meaning in Business: Theology, Ethics, and Vocation
edited by Bartholomew C. Okwonkwo –Palgrave Macmillan, 2012
The twenty-first-century business world has witnessed a series of
large-scale scandals and outright fraud. New legislation aims to
help identify future cases of fraud and stop the trend, but is it
enough? How can people of faith balance the requirements of their
beliefs with the demands of economic life within an increasingly
corrupted society? Why did so many people participate or choose
to ignore downright fraud in the past and how can we start the
business community on a path of recovery? These essays pursue

these question and many others, including the meta-ethical foundations of vocation as a
necessary step for business recovery. They maintain that what is taking place in business-
es today is not just the loss of will to do good, but the loss of meaning, which ultimately
demands more than what traditional business ethics and corporate social responsibility can
offer. Combining creative biblical interpretation, Christian moral reflection, and business
expertise, this book is a thoughtful and thought-provoking look at how business leaders,
professionals, and students can integrate a sense of calling into their careers and into the
business world as a whole.

Christ and Business Culture by Kam-Hon Lee, Dennis McCann,
and MaryAnn Ching Yuen –Centre for the Study of Religion and
Chinese Society, Chung Chi College, 2012.
Does Christian faith change how one does business or does how
others do business change one’s faith? How does Christianity inter-
act with contemporary Chinese culture? What kind of Christian the-
ological framework exists for business practices within a context of
free market and state control? These and other questions are
addressed by this book that emanates from two years of on-the-

ground cases from 119 interviews with Chinese business executives in Hong Kong that
care about their Christian witness in teh marketplace. The study follows in the work of H.
Richard  Nieburh especially in his framing of Christ and culture. In doing so they address
the dilemma of doing business when the dominant culture is both challenging and support-
ive. FInally the authors reflect on avoiding, yielding to, integrating, and dominating culture.
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About CONTACT
Contact is the official Newsletter of the International Associaion for the Promotion of Christian Higher Education (IAPCHE). It is published quarterly
as a way of informing its members about news from across the many world regions in which IAPCHE operates. If you have any news items you
would like to share with IAPCHE’s readers worldwide please contact IAPCHE at 

Raybrook Bldg. Suite 204, 
3201 Burton Street SE, 
Grand Rapids, MI 49546, USA

or write to iapche[@]calvin[.]edu. 
You may also want to visit our website at www.iapche.org to see a number of projects and programs that IAPCHE has been involved in over the
years as well as individuals and institutions with whom we partner. 
The purpose of IAPCHE, an organization of individuals and institutions, is to serve Jesus as Lord, by fostering worldwide the developments of inte-
gral Christian higher education through networking and related academic activity.


